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I. Introduction

Nowadays unified theories of particle interaction art set up within the Framework ot gauge field
theories and the question arises , whether or not gravitational interactions can be incorporated into
thia scheme.

To be sure , it ii commonplace that general relativity is a highly satisfactory theory of gravi-
tationally coupled macroscopic systenu.On the other hand , systematic work of the Cologne group ,
cf.F.W.Hehl [l | ,(2| , E.WJvGelke |3 | , P.B*ekler|4| and H.J.Lenzen |S| , has shown how to formulate
a viable gauge theory of gravity for T"ff!irftpk systems. Disregarding a possible boson-fermion super-
symmetry , this theory is based on local Poincar*1 invariance ; therefore it can provide a consistent
coupling to the mass and spin of fundamental particles.The geometrical counterparts art to be found
in the torsion and the curvature of a Kiemann-Cartan spacetime.

As hat been proved within the lagrangian formalism , the dynamics of the PouKare* gauge Geld
theory (PG) is determined by elegant YiUg'MilllHYIH equations [oj.This poses the questions of th«
correspondence of the PG theory to macroscopic gravity , the physical role of dynamical torsion in
explicit solutions and of the origin of the costoological constant.

For the PG theory , restricted by duality condition* for the curvature , definite and physically
important answers are obtained.
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ABSTRACT

The Poineare gauge theory of g rav i ty should apply in the microphysical

domain. Here we inves t iga te i t s implicat ions for macrophysics. Weakly se l f

double dual Rlemann-Cart*n curvature i s assumed throughout. I t i s shown tha t

the metr ical background iB then determined by E i n s t e i n ' s f i e ld equations with

the Belinfante-Roaenfeld syme t r l zed energy-momentum current amended by spin

squared terms. Moreover, the e f fec t ive cosnological constant can be reconciled

with the empirical data by absorbing the corresponding constant curvature par t

into the dynamical to rs ion of recent ly found exact so lu t ions . Microscopically

t h i s ext ra to r s ion remains undetectable .

IL BJamann-Cartmn Gaomatry

In a Riemann-Cartan spacetime (t/«) the independent geometriral variables are the basis frame
one-forms (tetrad*) e" := a "<U? and the connection one-form* u 1 ' := T, "tdxl , which are antisym-
metric with respect to the Lorenti indices.

In the following i , j , k... are world indkes.and a, £,-»... are (anholonomic) Lorenli indices which
both ran from 0...3 .

In the F'oincaW gauge field approach [1] these geometrical objects are identified as translation*!
and (Lorenti-) rotational gauge Geld potentials , respectively .The corresponding gauge Geld strenth*
are the torsion

and the curvature

D, denotes the exterior covariant derivative , t :— <fe((e, ") the determinant of the tetrad coeffi-
cient* , t'af '" *>iat " the Ricci tensor and F : • Fpo "' the curvature scalar.

The definitions of the Geld strengths (l) and (2) imply the two Bianthi identities for torsion and
curvature .

and
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or equivalently
l - 0 -

In terms of the (anholonomic) Levi-Civita symbol, the double dual of the curvature tensor is defined

by



which in <Jt with Minkowski signature , ensures an involutive operation [7] .
Further analysis will be facilitated by decomposing the torsion and the curvature into irreducible

puts with respect to the proper Lorentx group 50g( 1,3 (Accordingly , the torsion splits into tht
true-free tensor torsion , the vector torsion F,, := Fft ' and the axial vector part :

In a similar fashion , the curvature can be decomposed imducibly into six independent pieces :

k-X

whirh , in consecutive order , are the tracefrte Weyl tensor i the pair commutator the pseudo-scalar
, the tracefree symmetric Ricci tensor , the antisymmetric Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature
. In a purely Riemannian spacetime (V4| , i.e. for vanishing torsion , {1)Fa) i* m t

• | | [ j [
p y p ( | ) $
'• are identically uro ,cf. KHayaihi |8| , P.B»ekleret al.[lOj, HJXemen [llj.This completes

the geometrical frame of the Riemaon-Cartan geometry and wt are now prepared to investigate the
dynamics of the PG theory.

III. Dynamical structure, of tha Polneanl gaug* flald th*ory

Following tht notions of Yang-Mills gauge theories , we adopt

as the general gauge Geld lagrangian, which is at molt quadratic in torsion and curvature.This implies
that the 6eld momenta

/ /„ , » := "" ^
which are canonically conjugated to the translations! and rotational gauge potentials are of the fol-
lowing quasi- linear form :

e 1
'* (•1)

Besides the three "primary" dimensionless coupling constants Xi« »*»d A/(J , there occur (3+5)
"secondary" constants a,,b, weighting the irreducible parts of the field strengths , where 6| can be
scaled to 1. Since the resulting lagrangian (8) , written explicitly , contains a boundary term of the
ttuler-type , one of the b'tt could always be put equal to itto.

The Euler-Lagrange equations , which can be obtained by independent variation of (8) with
respect to the tetrad and the connection , art Yang-Mills-like:

OjH. " - < „ ' - e l ; . ' , (12)

The sources of tht right hand side of (lit) and (13) are the canonical currents of energy-momentum
and spin of the matter Belda [ l | . Tht nonlinear contribution

- Fai • - Fa ( U )

to the first field equation comprises the energy-momentum currents of the gravitational gauge fields ,
whereas W;jo; t in (13) can be identified with the spin current of the translalional gauge fields .

Local Poincar* invariance * implies the two Noetber identities

Dt{eV.a ') = Fo, 'E^ ' + Fa '^"iTf-f, (15)

provided tht equations of motions for the matter fields are fulfilled.

TV. Solving the) ••cond fold aquation

Tht problem of finding exact solutions of Yang-Mills-typt field equations is considerably simplified
by the duality ansati of the type aa found by A.A.Belavinet al. [12] , cf. also A.Actor [l i | . In order
to transfer this methodological approach to PG theory , the modified double duality ansati

(17)

will be used , following earlier work P.Baekleret al. [7| , LM.Benn et al. |14| , and E.W.Mielkr [20] .
Since part of the second field equation (13) is thereby transformed into the second Bianchi identity (4)
, such an ansati reduces a field equation of second order to one of first order in the gauge potentials
, provided 7 i* a suitable chosen constant ,cf. also R.P.Wallntr (31 j.

The additional term «' i ^ sj in (17) is vital, since it gives rise , after covariant differentiation ,
to the modified torsion tensor

„*>! . (18)

Then the second field equation (13) reduces to an algebraic relation which . after a resolution for the
translalional momenta , reads

(19)

Provided i ^ 0 , J non-trivial torsion is expected , even for spiniest matter. More information
can be extracted from (19 ) by using the irreducible decompoaition (t) and a related decomposition
of tht spin tensor .Then (13) splits into the independent relations

<•>,„,.,,

* There is a delicacy concerning the interpret alien of local translations since they implement Jif-
feomorphitinu of the altine bundle , c(. E.W.tv&elke |3)



They rcmined us of the second 6eld equation of th* Eiiutein - Cartan - theory

where lonioa ii coupled algebraically to the spin current.
From th* duality ansati we find th* algebraic restriction* on the curvature :

I22)

Observe , that tht curvature scalar F is constant provided ( f-b* . Before considering the algebraic
constraints in more detail , we turn to the implications of the duality ansati (17( for the Grst field
equation.

V. Reduction of til* flrtt ftuld aquation

In analogy to Einstein's field equations , in (12) the energy-momentum currents of matter and
gauge Gelds are completely balanced . In the anholonomkally written form

4 (33)

the current of the gravitational energy-momentum has , for later convenience , been decomposed into
* iruulational part A' , , = (fj/e) "<o« quadratic in torsion Mid a remaining rotational part ' <„,
depending on the curvatnre , for details compare , e.g. , E.WJVfielhe |30] and P.Ba*kler|4| .

Insertion of the Cartan-type relation |!») yields , after some reshifting of terms , the equation

) - Q '"< ,„ + r> . . (91)

For a further reduction the identity

involving thr Einstein tenson Ga, : - /"„, -
firtt Bianchi identity

the relation

"•«* ̂  i respectively , the contracted

and the wcond Norther identity (!•) »rc inntrumental. The "lincariialion" of "*>af conies about
after employing the duality ansati (17) rf. P.Baekler |4] , H.J.Lenxen [5} and E.W.MieUie [20| . Ya)

consists of tenns quadratic in torsion |7| .
A comparison of the relations (24-27) reveals that Gafi(V) drops out completely . As a result the

first field equation reduces to an Einstein-type Geld equation

(28)

with an effective "cosmological constant*

A.//-£|-A+£(97-1)

residing in a Riemannian background . As sources there occur

and a nonlinear contribution

3
( »

(30)

(31)

due to spin.Here the abbreviations e) := 2/(2i + o,) , ej :— 2/(oj - 47) and c3 -." l/(ir - a*) have
been introduced for convenience and Ziaf) is the contortion*] part of aa> and vanishes e.g. for Dirac
Gelds , cf. [1O| .

VL Bffsjcthr* gravity

The reduction by means of duality is a decisive step towards the understanding of the interrelation
of microscopic and macroscopic gravity . Formally , the resulting metrical background is determined
by the Einstein-type Held equation* (28) , which couples to the Belinfante-Rownfeld synunetriied
energy-momentum tensor c^J, . As is well-known F.W.rUhl [it] , the latter can be identified with the
metrical energy-momentum tensor.

The spin of matter , due to *a« 1 is acting as an additional source . Due to the {j-coupung ,
however, this contribution is in macroscopic matter distributions diminutively small, like in Einstein-
Cartan theory , cf. A.Trautman |17 | , J.Nester ( lS | . Only at exceedingly high spin densities , or after
a renormaliiation of coupling constants these terms a n expected to become important.

Moreover , the macroscopical correspondence with Einstein's theory requires 1 » l/2 . For
spinless matter , this requirement implies dynamical torsion for non-trivial configurations . This is a
consequence of the Cartan-type relation (19) , in which essentially two cases are to be distinguished :

A : il]Fa>1 ft 0 necessarily leads to the so-called Einstein-choice for i - 1 , t , 3 .

a, = -l,«,«!,oj«l/!

B : Merely F\af-,\ = 0 implies the so-called viable set

= 0

(32)

(33)

Note that it contains the purely quadratic PG model of P.von der Heyde and P.W.Hehl [l«| with
<ii = - I , a? = —2 and a3 = — 1 .



As a result , the duality restricted PG theory contains quadratic torsion parta in the effective
lagrangian w hich reduces to that of te leparallelism models ci. [ 19| in the limit of vanishing Incurvature
. Th« latter »re known to be indistinguishable from Kinsiein's theory up to the ith post-Newtonian
approximation . Moreover, the complete PG lagrangian in vacuum reduces to that of Einstein-Hilbert
up to boundary terms , E.WAfitlk( |20] and H.J.Leoien [5] .

In the physically important case of the coupled PC-Maxwell system , the reduction via duality
leads to an effective Einstein-Maxwell system . This is due to the rut that the U(l) gauge potential,
do not feel torsion since they do not cany dynamical spin .

Consequently , for non-trivial torsion configurations , the equation which remains to be solved is
the double duality ansati (17) . Among the large class of solutions found so far , the physically most
important configuration is a charged Taub-NUT-(anti-)deSitter solution \il\ , [it] • Because of the
appearence of non-trivial torsion , the NUT-parameter is , contrary to Einstein's theory , not a freely
specifiable constant of integration.but is necessarily interrelated to the coupling constant 1/K of the
rotational Lorenti gauge fields . This has a considerable impact on the gravitational analognt of the
Witten effect cf. O.Foda [33) and E.W Afielke [34] .

VII. Kxtra torsion : A solution to tin cosmolofical constant profaUm t

In modern gauge field theories of particle interactions the vacuum energy density eNC gives rise
to a huge rosmological constant A — (j<«.f > O.This is due to the fact that vacuum fluctuations feel
all the complicated physics originating from the Higgs vacuum , fermion and gauge field condensates
etc . On the other hand , the macroscopically observed effective cosmologies! constant A,;/ is very
small , if nut tero .

Recently , V.A. Rubakov and M.E. Shaposhnikov [25) have proposed an interesting 'solution"
to this problem by rising the number of dimensions a la Kaluu and Klein (cf.A.Chodos [it\ for a
review) . They found a solution to a higher dimensional theory of gravity with non-compact internal
dimensions on a spacetime obeying the standard Einstein equations in a V, with an arbitrary (possibly
zero) value of A,// .

Since the PG theory with torsion is a promising model even in higher dimensions (M.O. Katanayev
and I.V. Volovirh [27|) the following ramification concerning the rosmological constant problem sug-
Rfsta itself : For dually constrained PCi theories , the value (29) of A,// appearing in the metrical
njuation (28) depends on the choice of the coupling constants . Since (29) involves via (22) the cou-
pling constant l/ie of the Lorentt-"rotons" , A,// is partially of microscopic origin . Superficially ,
it ran be given any value , thus resembling the Rubakov-Shaposhnikov mechanism of "compaetifica-
tton" , Then by an appropriate adjustment of the constants , the metrical background could remain
Ricci-Hat.

Since PG theory resides in a Riemann-Cartan space , possible effects of torsion have to be taken
rare of , however . In exact generic solutions with O(3)-symmelry , the vacuum torsion rise* asyp-
lolically as ([/»)(4A,// - F)r . Therefore a constant curvature part appears to be absorbed in the
linearly rising contortion of the world . A related , but rather ad-hoc suggestion has been made by
S.Hawking [2&| by introducing antisymmetric third rank tensor potentials , rf. alto J29| . In our case
, however , the torsion remains concealed empirically . The reason being that , as Stoeger ['20j has
shown , macroscopic test bodies ui cosmology , such as stars and galaxies , would not feel the linearly
rising contortion .

Although these findings are by no means conclusive , a new facet is added to the cosmological
constant problem by admitting dynamical torsion .
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